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The “House of Spies” talk by Roger Leivers was about Farm Hall, Godmanchester, 

which was used during WW2 as a staging post for spies. Roger had researched the 

papers of one off them, Wing Commander Bruce Bonsey (Bonzo), held at the 

National Archives and they told quite a story. The Hall, a large stately home with 

extensive grounds, was requisitioned by the government at the start of the war. It 

was kept in its original condition, not only as a haven for the agents to relax in 

between missions, but also to remind them of the British values that they were 

fighting for.  

Nicknames were used for the spies, “Pink Gin Percy” had already flown pre-war 

missions to photograph German rearmaments and had to bluff his way out when 

captured. He met “Bonzo” in the Bridge Hotel, Huntingdon and persuaded him to join 

the Special Operations. Other spies were named, and Roger recounted some of their 

exploits. One woman set up the escape route from Belgium through France and 

Spain, another infiltrated the Gestapo and sent back intelligence which would have 

cost her life if discovered. The Norwegian resistance fighters of Telemark stayed at 

the Hall before the operation, other spies were dropped behind the lines in northern 

France to report on the V1 launch sites. Agents from the Hall took part in “Operation 

Sussex” before D Day, dropped behind the enemy lines they reported back on the 

state of the German positions. 

Towards the end of the war prominent German physicists were captured and held at 

Farm Hall, they included Nobel Prize winners in quantum mechanics, nuclear fission 

and x-ray. Named “Operation Epsilon” the Hall was bugged from top to bottom as 

MI5 listened in to the conversations of the scientists. They discovered that although 

a nuclear reactor was being built, the Germans had not yet developed a nuclear 

bomb. 

Roger’s talk brought home to us the risks undertaken, and the lives lost in the covert 

operations that were happening so close to us. The bravery and sacrifice of the 

agents from Farm Hall helped both shorten and win the war and should not be 

forgotten. 

 


